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 The U.S. State Department on Thursday updates its increased travel warning 
about China, urging Americans to "exercise increased caution" in the country 
"due to arbitrary enforcement of local laws as well as special restrictions on 
dual U.S.-Chinese nationals." 

 The State Department warning noted that Chinese authorities have "exit 
bans" to prevent U.S. citizens from leaving China, sometimes "for years." 

 And the department said those bans are used "coercively" to compel        
Americans to participate in Chinese government investigations, "lure" people 
back to China from abroad, and to help Chinese authorities resolve civil dis-
putes "in favor of Chinese parties." 

The U.S. State Department on Thursday 
updated its travel warning about China, 
urging Americans to "exercise  increased 
caution" in the country "due to arbitrary 
enforcement of local laws as well as  special 
restrictions on dual U.S.-Chinese              
nationals."                                                                                                                                                   

The State Department's "Level 2" warning, 
which was first issued last year, noted that 
Chinese authorities have "exit bans" to  
prevent U.S. citizens from leaving China, sometimes "for years." 

The updated warning notes that the bans are used "coercively" to "lure" people 
back to China from abroad, a point that was not mentioned when the warning 
was first issued. The bans are also used compel Americans to participate in     
Chinese government investigations and to help Chinese authorities resolve civil 
disputes "in favor of Chinese parties," the warning says. 

"In most cases, U.S. citizens only become aware of the exit ban when they          
attempt to depart China, and there is no method to find out how long the ban 
may continue. U.S. citizens under exit bans have been harassed and threatened," 
the warning said.                                                                                                                              

The State Department in recent weeks has issued a number of Level 2 travel 
warnings for countries, including the United Kingdom, Spain, Russia, France, 
Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands, citing the risk of terrorism. Last week, that 
level of warning was issued for Burma, urging travelers to "exercise increased 
caution ... due to areas of civil unrest and armed conflict." 
 
Level 2 travel warnings are one step more serious than Level 1 warnings, which 
urge travelers to “exercise normal precautions.“ The next more serious warnings 
are Level 3, or “Reconsider travel,” and Level 4, “Do not travel.” 
 
The updated warning does not apply to Hong Kong. The State Department’s     
advisory on that special administrative region urges travelers to “exercise normal 
precautions.” 

U.S. Updates Warning Over China Travel, 
Urging ‘Increased Caution’ 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories/china-travel-advisory.html
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories/spain-travel-advisory.html
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/International-Travel-Country-Information-Pages/Burma.html
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/International-Travel-Country-Information-Pages/Burma.html
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Report: Iran is Likely Setting Stage for International 
Phishing Campaign 

Hackers have been methodically gaining access to domain name services that  allow malware-laden emails 
to look like they come from legitimate organizations. 
  
Phishing attacks only work when the target takes the bait. The em ail containing the link or  
attachment that will compromise the target’s computer has to look legitimate, from a recognizable domain. 
A new report says that someone — likely Iran — has been hijacking domains related to entities across the 
Middle East and North America, which could allow Iran to launch more, and more successful, 
cyber attacks. 
 
Issued Thursday by cybersecurity company FireEye, the report says actors are using various techniques to 
hijack Domain Name System, or DNS, functions,  allowing them to make phony emails appear legitimate. 
 
“The entities targeted by this group include Middle Eastern governments whose confidential information 
would be of interest to the Iranian government and have relatively little financial value” the researchers 
write. “A large number of organizations have been affected by this pattern of DNS record manipulation…
They include telecoms and [Internet service providers], internet infrastructure providers, government and 
sensitive commercial entities.” 
 
Citing “preliminary technical evidence,” the report concludes “with moderate confidence,” that people in 
Iran are behind the DNS hacks — which likely means the government, since the activity “aligns with Iranian 
government interests.” 
 
The researchers, who have been tracking  bursts of DNS-hacking activity since January 2017, say the       
attackers either use stolen passwords to log into a target domain’s administrative panel or exploit various 
known bugs to access various domain name registrars (such as GoDaddy) that manage domains for         
customers. Having gained access, they change the domain name record to redirect the traffic. 
 
The cybersecurity community doesn’t consider Iranian hackers to be as sophisticated or effective as Russia 
and certainly not China. But Iranian attacks have been effective against targets that don’t use best             
cybersecurity practices, such as two-factor authentication. Researcher Collin Anderson, in a 2018 Carnegie 
Report on Iranian hacking activity, wrote, “Just as Russia’s compromise of Democratic Party institutions 
during the 2016 U.S. presidential election demonstrated that information warfare can be conducted 
through basic tactics, Iran’s simple means have exacted sometimes enormous political and financial costs 
on unsuspecting adversaries…The same Iranian actors responsible for espionage against the private sector 
also conduct surveillance of human rights defenders. These attacks on Iranian civil society often               
foreshadow the tactics and tools that will be employed against other targets and better describe the risks 
posed by Iranian cyber warfare.” 
 
And a phishing attack only needs to fool one person to penetrate an entire organization. The Russian         
intelligence units that attacked the DNC in 2016 — and before that, the State Department, White House, 
and the Department of Defense —  used malware that could hop from node to node within a large network, 
allowing the theft of massive amounts of data.  

A new K.G.B. museum opened up in New York City! (Come on, you know you’re curious...) 
See this article for more information: A Museum for K.G.B. Aficionados? Da!  Source: The New York 
Times, 21 Jan 2019, By Sopan Deb 

Source: Defense One, 10 January 2019, By Patrick Tucker 

Did You Know? 

https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2019/01/global-dns-hijacking-campaign-dns-record-manipulation-at-scale.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_name_registrar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-factor_authentication
https://carnegieendowment.org/files/Iran_Cyber_Final_Full_v2.pdf
https://cdn.defenseone.com/a/defenseone/interstitial.html?v=8.23.1&rf=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.defenseone.com%2Ftechnology%2F2016%2F06%2Fwhat-joint-chiefs-email-hack-tells-us-about-dnc-breach%2F129089%2F
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The warnings sound like the plot of a Hollywood spy thriller: The Chinese hide malware in a Metro rail car’s 
security camera system that allows surveillance of Pentagon or White House officials as they ride the Blue 
Line — sending images back to Beijing.  
 
Or sensors on the train secretly record the officials’ conversations. Or a flaw in the software that controls the 
train — inserted during the manufacturing process — allows it to be hacked by foreign agents or terrorists to 
cause a crash.  
 
Congress, the Pentagon and industry experts have taken the warnings seriously, and now Metro will do the 
same. The transit agency recently decided to add cybersecurity safeguards to specifications for a contract it 
will award later this year for its next-generation rail cars following warnings that China’s state-owned rail car 
manufacturer could win the deal by undercutting other bidders.  
 
Metro’s move to modify its bid specifications after they had been issued comes amid China’s push to          
dominate the multibillion-dollar U.S. transit rail car market. The state-owned China Railway Rolling Stock 
Corp., or CRRC, has used bargain prices to win four of five large U.S. transit rail car contracts awarded since 
2014. The company is expected to be a strong contender for a Metro contract likely to exceed $1 billion for 
between 256 and 800 of the agency’s newest series of rail cars.  
 
CRRC’s success has raised concerns about national security and China’s growing footprint in the U.S.          
industrial supply chain and infrastructure.  
 
“This is part of a larger conversation about this country and China, and domination of 
industries,” said Robert J. Puentes, president of the Eno Center for Transportation.  
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Could a Chinese-Made Metro Car Spy on Us? Many Experts 
Say Yes 

Source: The Washington Post, 07 January 2019, By Robert McCartney and Faiz Siddiqui 

Continued on Page 7 
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It also could 

increase the risk 

of a cyberattack 

that cripples 

domestic rail 

transportation  

Could a Chinese-Made Metro Car Spy on Us? Many        
Experts Say Yes 

“We don’t want to get trapped into a xenophobic conversation… but we also don’t 

want to be naïve.”                          

No U.S. company makes subway cars, so China competes in that market against 

companies from Asia, Europe and Canada. But U.S. companies build freight rail 

cars, such as boxcars and tank cars, and they fear China will target them next.  

That could cost U.S. manufacturing jobs. It also could increase the risk of a 

cyberattack that cripples domestic rail transportation in a military confrontation or 

other national emergency.  

“China’s attack on our rail system is insidious and ingenious,” retired Army Brig. 

Gen. John Adams wrote in an October report distributed by the Rail Security      

Alliance, a U.S. industry group. “We must retain the know-how and technology to .

 . . safeguard against disruption of this strategically vital sector of our economy.” 

China makes no secret of its desire to dominate the global rail car industry. Its 

“Made in China 2025” economic strategy proposes to seek competitive advantage 

in that sector, among others.  

Both the U.S. Senate and House have sought to block further Chinese penetration 

of the transit vehicle market. Each chamber has inserted language in annual     

transportation appropriations bills to impose a one-year ban on new purchases of 

mass transit rail cars or buses from Chinese-owned companies if the procurement 

uses federal funding. The ban is not yet law, as final action has been put off until 

this year.  

Sen. John Cornyn (R-Tex.) sponsored the Senate ban. His spokeswoman said it 

reflected his “concern over China’s market distorting practices and their whole   

government effort . . . to dominate industries sensitive to our national security.” 

Texas is home to Trinity Industries, a leading U.S. rail car company.  

A ban on purchases from China could penalize financially pressed transit systems 

such as Metro, which may want to take advantage of CRRC’s low prices. Critics 

have said the company is able to underbid competitors because of state subsidies. 

CRRC did not respond to emails requesting comment.  

Rep. Gerald E. Connolly (D-Va.) said Metro should be willing to pay extra if        

necessary.  

“Saving a buck isn’t worth compromising security in the  

nation’s capital,” Connolly said.  

Continued on Page 8 



“If there are valid security concerns about sourcing rail cars from a Chinese state-owned company, then find 
another option.” 
 
New Requirement 
In picking the winner of the contract, Metro is legally required to follow guidelines it set in a lengthy request 
for proposals, or RFP, which it issued in September and will now revise to include the cybersecurity           
safeguards. The changes are expected to require the winning bidder get its hardware and software certified as 
safe by a third-party vendor cleared by the federal government.  
 
“We are working on amended language right now that will require certain security assurances,” said Kyle  
Malo, Metro’s chief information security officer. He declined to single out China as a threat but noted, “There 
are countries that are far more aggressive with cyberattacks than others.” 
 
Bids for the Metro contract are due April 4. The original deadline, in late January, was extended because 
Metro received more than 300 questions from potential bidders.  
 
Metro decided to revise the RFP after questions were raised by board member David Horner, who represents 
the federal government and is a former U.S. deputy assistant secretary of transportation.  
 
“My concern is that state-sponsored enterprises can serve as platforms for conducting cyberespionage 
against the United States,” Horner said. “These risks are today not widely understood, but their significance 
is becoming apparent very quickly.” 
 
Horner’s concerns were reinforced in a Nov. 16 online article by Andrew Grotto, a former senior director for 
cybersecurity policy on the National Security Council. It warned that Metro’s RFP did not allow the transit 
agency to reject a bid because of cybersecurity worries. 
 
“The risk of espionage is uniquely high in our nation’s capital,” Grotto, now a fellow at Stanford University’s 
Center for International Security and Cooperation, said in an email. “Malware could divert data collected 
from the high definition security cameras. An adversary with that data could then use facial recognition     
algorithms to track riders, potentially right down to the commuting patterns of individual riders.” 
 
The Pentagon also is concerned China could use infrastructure such as rail cars for spying. It pointed to     
recent U.S. charges of the massive, Beijing– backed hacking of business secrets as evidence of the country’s 
bad practices. “As illustrated by the Dec. 20 Department of Justice indictment against the Chinese Ministry 
of State Security, the Chinese Communist Party’s use of predatory economic practices like illegal state-
sponsored cybertheft reinforce concerns about Chinese companies playing a role in critical infrastructure — 
whether it be rail cars or 5G telecommunications networks,” said Air Force Lt. Col. Mike Andrews, a Defense 
Department spokesman.  
 
China has previously been accused of embedding spying technology in its products. In May, the Pentagon  
directed service members on military bases to stop using phones made by the Chinese companies ZTE and 
Huawei because of security risks. In 2017, the Department of Homeland Security found that some Chinese 
made security cameras had a “back door” loophole that left them vulnerable to hackers. The Wall Street  
Journal reported that that company’s cameras have been used at a U.S. Army base in Missouri and the U.S. 
embassy in Afghanistan.  
 
City Contracts 
CRRC’s first big success in the U.S. subway market came in 2014, when it won a contract 
to build rail cars for the Boston transit authority. In 2016, it landed deals with systems 
in Chicago, Los Angeles and Philadelphia.  
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https://warontherocks.com/2018/11/cyber-security-derailed-recommendations-for-smarter-investments-in-infrastructure/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/us-and-more-than-a-dozen-allies-to-condemn-china-for-economic-espionage/2018/12/20/cdfd0338-0455-11e9-b5df-5d3874f1ac36_story.html?utm_term=.b3276a99fa90
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/years-after-regulatory-crackdown-some-security-cameras-still-open-to-hackers/2017/11/14/b15f8428-c980-11e7-8321-481fd63f174d_story.html?utm_term=.7b7d230907f2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/surveillance-cameras-made-by-china-are-hanging-all-over-the-u-s-1510513949


Agencies said CRRC had the most competitive bids — sometimes besting competitors by hundreds of millions 
of dollars. Since then, officials in some cities have complained their rail car costs may rise because of a 
25 percent tariff on Chinese-made rail car components imposed by the Trump administration as part of its 
trade conflict with Beijing. Such tariffs could be removed if current U.S.-Chinese trade talks are successful.  
 
The four transit systems said they have taken significant steps to ensure their rail cars are not outfitted with 
spyware or other suspicious technology. Critics questioned whether the safeguards were adequate.  
 
Brian Steele, a spokesman for the Chicago Transit Authority, said the agency received bids from CRRC and 
Canada-based Bombardier for the construction of 846 rail cars in 2016, along with a $40 million                   
final-assembly facility in Chicago creating 170 jobs.  
 
“The biggest difference in the two proposals was cost,” Steele said. He said CRRC’s $1.3 billion bid was 
$226 million lower than Bombardier’s offer, a difference equivalent to 146 more rail cars.  
 
Steele said none of the rail cars’ computer or software components will be made by a Chinese firm. He said 
U.S. and Canadian companies are supplying the car’s Ethernet and router components, while the “automatic 
train control” system will be supplied by a Pennsylvania firm.  
 
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority has awarded more than $840 million for the construction 
of 404 new subway cars at CRRC’s manufacturing plant in Springfield, Mass. That plant, a $95 million facili-
ty, comes with 150 jobs, according to media reports. CRRC won the initial award with a $567 million bid, 
which was $154 million lower than the nearest competitor according to an Eno report.  
 
An MBTA spokesman said none of the new vehicles’ software components are being produced in China.  
 
“The MBTA has robust controls in place to maintain the security of the system,” spokesman Joe Pesaturo 
said in an email.  
 
Pesaturo said MBTA’s design process for new rail cars includes a cybersecurity analysis based on a U.S.      
Department of Defense military system safety standard.  
 
Grotto, the former National Security Council official, said the security measures described by the transit 
agencies were “appropriate” but expressed concern about how they would be implemented.  
 
“Who is responsible and held accountable for seeing these results through? How will monitoring and          
auditing work?” Grotto said.  
 
Erik Olson, vice president of the Rail Security Alliance, called the assurances “overly simplistic and               
potentially naïve.”  
 
“Do we really want our municipal transit agencies to take these kinds of cyber-risks, knowing that China has 
deployed some of the most advanced facial recognition technology, has been responsible for hacks into our 
critical infrastructure, and has laid out a plan to decimate many of our industries by 2025?” Olson said in an 
email.  
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Tip of the Month 



The Ghost: The Secret Life of CIA Spymaster By James Jesus Angleton 
CIA spymaster James Jesus Angleton was one of the most powerful unelected officials in the 
United States government in the mid-20th century, a ghost of American power. From World War 
II to the Cold War, Angleton operated beyond the view of the public, Congress, and even the 
president. He unwittingly shared intelligence secrets with Soviet spy Kim Philby, a member 
of the notorious Cambridge spy ring. He launched mass surveillance by opening the mail of 
hundreds of thousands of Americans. He abetted a scheme to aid Israel's own nuclear      
efforts, disregarding U.S. security. He committed perjury and obstructed the JFK         
assassination investigation. He oversaw a massive spying operation on the antiwar and black 
nationalist movements and he initiated an obsessive search for communist moles that 
nearly destroyed the Agency. 
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RED DART Agency Spotlight 

Within the Department of the Navy, the Naval Criminal Investigative   
Service is the civilian federal law enforcement agency uniquely              

responsible for investigating felony crime, preventing terrorism and     
protecting secrets for the Navy and Marine Corps. 

NCIS will defeat threats from across the foreign intelligence, terrorist and 
criminal spectrum by conducting operations and investigations ashore, 

afloat, and in cyberspace, in order to protect and preserve the superiority 
of the Navy and Marine Corps warfighters. 
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Current  RED DART Teams 

* RED DART North Carolina * RED DART Southern Virginia * RED DART Huntsville  * RED DART South Carolina 

* RED DART Central Virginia * RED DART Gulf Coast * RED DART Chicago * RED DART North Texas 

* RED DART North Mississippi  * RED DART Indiana * RED DART Silicon Valley * RED DART South Florida 

* RED DART Tennessee * RED DART Sacramento * RED DART Greater Los Angeles * RED DART Colorado 

* RED DART Southwest Ohio  * RED DART Hawaii 

The stated purpose of the RED DART program is to create a unified, cross-agency team of 

counterintelligence professionals dedicated to the protection of classified and sensitive       

technology research throughout a given area of responsibility (AOR). RED DART operates under 

a “shared leadership” principle, which allows each partner agency to own the program while    

being responsible and responsive to the other partner agencies.  

Contact your servicing RED DART representative for additional information on the articles and 

information contained in this newsletter.  

New RED DART teams are forming regularly throughout the U.S. Contact your servicing Defense 

Security Service (DSS) CI agent or Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) CI agent to see if a 

team is being established in your area.  


